It is an important historical event that Newton derived his laws from Kepler's laws. However, how the former ones can be deduced from latter ones is rarely touched upon in current texts on calculus or mechanics, though the deduction of the latter ones from the former ones is treated rather often in such texts, e.g. [l]. The present preliminary report aims at such a deduction, and, what is perhaps more important for our purposes, a deduction in a MECHANICAL manner. The author owes for this report much to Professor Gabriel of Argonne National Laboratory. In fact, during a visit to Argonne in 1986 Prof. Gabriel told the author such a problem for which he was already quite successful in applying his own automated reasoning method based on works of Ritt can be applied as well to deal with such kind of problems.
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To begin with, let us first recall some fundamental notions and the basic principles underlying such method for which we refer for more details to [3, 4] and [ 5 , 6 ] .
Let F be a DIFFERENTIAL FIELD (abbr. d-FIELD) which for the present paper may be understood to be simply the d-field of all rational functions of some parameter t considered as the time. To any DIFFERENTIAL POLYNOMIAL (abbr. d-POL) P (f 0) in some indeterminates X I , . . . , X , over the basic d-field F we shall associate a 4-tuple of integers [ t c r d ] , called the INDEX-SET of P, in notation ind ( P ) , as follows. t = number of actual terms in P , c = the greatest subscript c for which X , occurs actually in P , to be called the CLASS of P , and be denoted as cls (P) . r = the highest order r for which the r-th derivative D,X, of the above X , occurs actually in P, to be called the ORDER of P and to be denoted as w d ( P ) . d = the highest degree d of the above D,X, which occurs actually in P , to be called the DEGREE of P and to be denoted by deg(P).
For a d-pol P with cls(P) = c, ord(P) = r , and deg(P) = d, we shall calI the derivative D,X, the LEAD of P , to be denoted by lead(P). Let L be this lead. Then the coefficient of Ld, which is itself a d-pol, is called the INITIAL of P , to be denoted as init(P). The formal partial derivative of P w.r.t. L is then called the SEPARANT of P , to be denoted by sep(P). Naturally, all these terminologies come from works of Ritt. and [ t z c2 r2 dz ] resp. We say then Pi << Pz if one of the following cases occurs:
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Wu Wen-tsun (c) c1 = CZ, T I = rz, but d l < dp.
With respect to such a partial ordering of d-pols we can then introduce the notions of DIF-FERENTIAL ASCENDING SET, DIFFERENTIAL BASIC SET, and DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTIC SET ( abbr. d-ASC-SET, d-BAS-SET, and d-CHAR-SET resp. )just as in the case of ordinary polynomial. We define also the notion of d-REDUCED as that of REDUCED in the ordinary case.
Consider now a d-asc-set d-ASC consisting of d-pols
For any d-pol G we have then the following REMAINDER FORMULA: Given a d-polset DPS we can deduce, just as in the ordinary case, a d-char-set DCHR in a mechanical way. We have then, also as in the ordinary case, the formulas below:
(1)
(111) k in which K is the product of all initials and separants of d-pols in DCHR, and DPSk are d-polsets which are the enlarged DPS with one of the initials or the separants adjoined to it.
The formulas (I) ~ (111) are at the basis of all our considerations about mechanization of mathematics in the case involving differentiation.
Come now to the problem proper as cited in the title of the present paper. Let us first formulate the Kepler's laws ( K ) and the Newton's laws (N) in the manner as given below:
(K1) The planets move in elliptic orbits around the sun as focus.
( K z ) The vector from the sun to the planet sweeps equal areas in equal times. Take polar coordinates with the sun at the pole and the major axis of the elliptic orbit as the polar axis. Then the orbit will have an equation of the form riiiiji)r mis of tlie elliptic: orl)it,s. from the sun to the planet.
(1) in which w is the angle between the polar axis and the vector from the sun to the planet. The Kepler's law (K1) corresponds to the equation (1) and also (2)-(3) below taken together:
in which the prime means derivative w. r . t. the time t. Similarly Kepler's law (Kz) will correspond to the equations (4), ( 5 ) below:
Let us take also rectangular coordinates (x,y) associated to the above polar coordinates (T, w). Then the Newton's laws N l , Nz will correspond to the following set of equations:
k' = 0, (Nil 7)
xy" = yx".
( N z , 8 )
Now between the polar and the rectangular coordinates we have also the equations (9) -(13) below:
cos'w + sin'w = 1,
To proceed further let us first remark that it is immaterial whether the equations (9) -(13) are dependent or not. What is important for us is that the computer can not recognize any irrational or transcendental entities like sin w or cos w. This can however be remedied With this change of notations the equations (1) -(13) will turn to be the equations P, = 0 with Pi given by (1')-(13') as shown below: +1* 2 3 1 -1 * 2 3 1 * 2 2 2 * 2 4 2 -1 * 2 2 1 , Take now the d-polset DPS to consisting of the 11 d-pols (1')-(6'), (9')-(13') of the above set. Remark that the planets move in true non-degenerate elliptic orbits so that we have The proof of the Newton's laws is now readily done. In fact, we find the d-remdrs of the d-pols (7') and (8') to be both 0 w.r.t. the above dpolset DCHR. By the equation (I) and the remainder formula we see then the Newton's laws are true at least in the non-degenerate case (14). The degenerate case for which one of ~2 1 ,~2 2 ,~3 1 ,~3 3 is zero can be dealt with in a similar but much easier way.
The Newton's laws have thus been derived in a mechanical way from the Kepler's laws as required. However, in proving that the remainders are zero it requires, somewhat unexpected, a quite long time, viz, a CPU-time of 10875.6 sec.. This defect comes seemingly from two sources. One is due to inadequacy of programming in the procedure of reductions so that improvement of the implementation of program is needed. A second one is due to inadequate choice of coordinate systems. Thus, instead of a mixed use of polar and rectangular coordinate systems we have tried to use the rectangular system alone. In this way the Kepler's law ( K 1 ) will correspond to following equations together with equations (2) and (3). Similarly, the Kepler's law (Kz) becomes the equation
with h satisfying (5). Replacing now the various functions by the x's as before we have then to consider a d-polset DPS' consisting of 7 d-pols (2'), (3'), (5'), (6') The remainders of the d-pols (7') and (8') w. r. t. DCHR' are again found to be zero in a shorter CPU-time of 5949.7 sec. The Newton's laws are thus again deduced from the Kepler's laws in a mechanical way a little simpler than the way before. It seems that improvement of the programming will further simplify the proofs in shortening the CPU-time to probably less than half an hour. We remark that times are naturally all referred to the computer which we are in use.
The proof presuppose that the Newton's Laws are already known and require merely a verification. Now suppose that we are in the stage of knowing the Kepler's experimental Laws alone, but entirely ignorant of what will be the form of the underlying Laws of Motion. The Principle in the form of (I) -(111) now furnishes us a method of automatically discover such unknown governing Laws. For this purpose let us introduce the acceleration a by a2 = ( x " )~ + ( Y " )~ arranging the order of the various entities involved in setting ( p , e , 2 , y , r , h , a') = ( 2 2 1 ,~2 2 , 5 3 1 , 2 3 2 , 2 1 2 , 2 5 1 , 2 1 1 ) .
Remark that we have deliberately arranged a and T to be the first two indeterminates in expecting to find some relation between them BS few first d-pols in the d-char-set which 
